Patterns are key tools to ensure successful and geometrically reproducible quality castings.

CSC provides patterns at competitive cost with full pattern management to ensure ongoing viability of the investment.

Choose from

One Time Disposable Patterns:
- Styrofoam, MDF and more.
- One time lower cost, extremely fast turnaround and less expensive than traditional pattern construction materials such as wood, metal and plastic.
- Suitable for one-off, custom engineered castings, quick prototyping, sampling, emergency repair of replacement parts and spares

Standard wood, metal or plastic patterns for repeating parts and long tooling life

Hard rigging for volume projects

CSC provides full pattern management, storage and maintenance within our purpose built facility.

We can also reverse engineer existing castings or worn patterns with our portable 7 axis CMM with built in laser scanner

Please contact us for further information

**Canadian Specialty Castings**

4248 Broughton Avenue, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada L2E 3K6

Phone: 905-356-2655

Fax: 905-356-6760

sales@cscastings.com

www.cscastings.com